A MAJOR TRAVEL AGENCY LOCATED IN EGYPT SINCE 1990. ASTI has provided its services to the US Government and the US military, central command, 5th fleet, 9th air force, and the embassy office of military cooperation have used our services extensively for both business and personal travel.

CORE COMPENTENCIES

As a travel agency, we also offer worldwide cruises, travel packages, flights, car rentals and accommodation through our user-friendly website. This service is available worldwide, not only in Egypt.

- **Transportation support** to military exercises, TDY, official and VIP visits to the US embassy and office of military cooperation
- **Managing accommodation and tours** for major military conferences in Egypt. A sole agent for ARCENT HOTEL ACCOMODATION CONTRACT. 3000 soldiers, 6 weeks, 6.2 million dollars in 2007, and 8 million dollars in 2009
- **Our Safety app "Safe to Go"**
  - Allows our clients to receive any updates regarding their flights.
  - Notifies them with any security alerts within 300 KM of their area (available worldwide)
  - Allows them to contact our agency immediately if they need help
  - With the client’s consent, it allows us to locate our clients on the map and send immediate assistance.

DIFFERENTIATORS

"Our previous support not only to military exercises, but also for major real US Military operations such as Operation Desert Storm in the Gulf and Operation Restore Hope in Somalia has enabled us to be efficient, quick and flexible with our services.

- All Military Exercises Since 1990
- 2 U.S Presidential Visit To Egypt
- Yearly Visit of The Capstone & Airwar College
- Arcent Hotel Accommodation Contract for 3000 Soldiers for 2007 6.2 Million Dollars & 2009 8 Million Dollars
- Operation Desert Storm in the Gulf - Support Troops in Egypt
- Operation Restore Hope in Somalia - Support Troops in Egypt

COMPANY SNAPSHOT

CAGE CODE: SZS09 | DUNS #: 365593677

Government Business POC: Samy Yazeed, CTC
- Phone: 1-647-963-1079
- Fax: 011-20225193017
- Email: samy.yazeed@americanstartravel.com
- Address: 28 Rd 263 New Maadi, Cairo Egypt
- Work Area: Egypt / Gulf & Middle East

CERTIFICATIONS

- U.S. Embassy in Cairo 1st Secretary on behalf of George W. Bush
- White House Jan. & May 2008: 2 U.S. Presidential Visit to Egypt
- Notes—Major General Hooper, Gay Bourne & Michael Scanlon
- All Bright Star Military Exercises since 1990 – MGMT since 1985
- All U.S. Airforce Exercises in Egypt like Iron Cobra, Elf Century, Flying Eagle, Impressive Partner since 1990, MGMT since 1985
- Operation Restore Hope 92-93
- USS Yorktown Jet Carrier Visit To Egypt
- U.S. Centcom Golden Sphere Conference 2006
- Marine Corps University Visit 2004
- U.S. Central Command Joint Security Office
- 1610 Airlift Support Group
- Defense Energy Support
- Red Horse 94

NAICS & PSC CODES

561510 Travel Agencies
V002 Transportation / Travel / Relocation
Motor Pool & Packing / Crating: Motor Pool Operations